Community Council Notes July 8th 2019
Att: Chris, Chloe, Alec, Scott, Vicki, Duija

Notes last meeting
We read and approved the notes from the last meeting.
Chloe
Chloe is worried that we misrepresent to the trainees that they are learning to teach
the 5 rhythms.
Also the 5 Rhythm community prefers no language referring to the 5 rhythms at all.
Last time when she borrowed the sound system the communication was confusing
with different people saying different things, so in the future the CC will make
agreements with Chloe.
We reach consensus about taking all language referring to the 5 rhythms from the
website.
Action Items
Mishra hasn’t re-written the newsletter yet, so Chris will go ahead and send it
as is.
Chris talked with John about the bookkeeper position. Joan says she works
6.5/7 hours per month so that would be around $40. We want to check with
Ellen Shapiro and see how much she charges.
Chris has emailed the coordinators about scheduling a coordinators meeting.
Chris has written a safety proposal draft.
Alec has talked to Doug about speaker stands, with no conclusion and will
talk to him again.
Mishra has not tender drafted the facilitator protocols yet.

Finances
Chris realized by working as welcomer that the amount given depends a lot on the
way the welcomer words it and how they deal with people when they come in.
We agree it would be good to have the coordinators come to a CC meeting so we can
talk about a few things like this. Chris will invite them to the next meeting and will
update the Coordinator job description.
Safety protocol
First aid supplies should be there. Alec will show Chris at dance.
We approve the ED Safety protocol. Coordinators have to be brought up to date on
this in the next meeting.
Mishra

We agree that Mishra can keep the scheduling job since he started it already but we
want to talk in the next meeting about the structure of substituting.
Mishra’s last wave had too many glitches again. We got complaints. We reached
consensus about giving him a written warning asking him to improve his technical
skills for his next wave. Chris will write it and Alec will work with Mishra with the dj
program.
Third party requests to post events
We can direct them to our Facebook pages.
Next meeting
Will be on 7/29 at 6.30pm at the Community room in the Coop. Scott will facilitate.
Agenda
Appointment/substitute policies
Job title for Tracy’s scheduling job
Conversation with Coordinators
Scott’s Special Sat
Annual ED get together
Action Items
Chris
takes out 5 Rhythm language on the website.
will send out newsletter
will invite Coordinators to the next meeting
will update coordinator job description
will write a warning for Mishra
Alec
will talk to Doug again
will show Chris the first aid kit
will teach Mishra the dj program.

